Media Law & IP Conference

Melbourne Law School
Centre for Media and Communications Law
Intellectual Property Research Institute of Australia
5 & 6 December 2019
City Centre
The city centre (CBD or downtown area) is walking distance from the Law School: the GPO is 1.5 km away. Trams also run to the city centre - most frequently along Swanston Street (200 m to the east of the Law School), and almost as frequently along Elizabeth Street (200 m to the west of the Law School).

Conference Location
All conference sessions will take place at the Melbourne Law School, 185 Pelham Street, Carlton. All floors are accessible by lifts and by stairs.

Airport
Melbourne Airport is located approximately 25km north-west of the Melbourne’s CBD on the Tullamarine Freeway. Transport to and from the airport can be arranged using the bus, taxi or private car.
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Media Law & IP | Day One

Registration | 9:00 – 9:15am | Level 1

Welcome | 9:15 – 9:30am | Room 102
Jason Bosland, University of Melbourne

Keynote | 9:30 – 10:30am | Room 102
The enduring myth of the press’s democratic burden
Paul Wragg, School of Law, University of Leeds
Chair: TBA

Morning tea | 10:30 – 11:00am

Panel 1 | 11:00 – 12:30pm

Panel 1A | Copyright: current issues | Room 109
Chair: TBA
Exploring how authors can regain their rights from publishers
Joshua Yuvaraj, Monash University
Copyright risk management and orphan works
Jhonny Antonio Pabón Cadavid, University of Wellington
Criticise but don’t celebrate: parody versus fan fiction
Sarah Hook, School of Law, Western Sydney

Panel 1B | Internet defamation | Room 108
Chair: TBA
If you control it do you own it: internet defamation liability in the wake of Voller
Dominique Le Miere, Solicitor at Bennett + Co, Perth
Alex Tharby, Senior Associate at Bennett + Co, Perth
The twitter defence – practical and theoretical reasons
Harry Melkonian, Macquarie University Law School
Federal court forum shopping
Michael Douglas, University of Western Australia, Law School

Panel 1C | Speech heroes? | Room 102
Chair: TBA
Restrictions on reporting intervention orders in the context of intimate partner homicides
Annie Blatchford, Melbourne Law School, University of Melbourne
Making sense of the privacy paradox in Australian family law: do we still need publication restrictions in proceedings under the Family Law Act 1975 (Cth)?
Georgina Dimopoulos, Melbourne Law School, University of Melbourne
Twitter trials and Facebook juries: how well adapted is the sub judice rule for regulating prejudicial publicity on social media during high-profile criminal trials?
Rachel Hews, Queensland University of Technology

Lunch | 12:30 – 1:30pm
Media Law & IP | Day One

Panel 2 | 1:30 – 3:30pm

Panel 2A | Copyright and Entertainment | Room 109
Chair TBA
Copyright ownership and virtual assets: exploring a world of avatars, skins and mods in gameplay
Wellett Potter, University of New England
Collective management of music copyright in a digital environment -- a comparative analysis on rights of individual members of musical collective management organisations in China and the Australia
Qinqing Xu, University of Wollongong
Esports, livestreaming, and image rights: economic, cultural and legal perspectives
Lisa Archbold, Melbourne Law School, University of Melbourne
Robbie Fordyce, Media, Film, Journalism, Monash University

Panel 2B | Privacy, Data Protection, Consumer Protection | 108
Chair: TBA
Litigating and enforcing privacy rights in Australia
Peter A Clarke, Barrister at Law, Isaacs Chambers
Improving consent to give back our online privacy
Sacha Molitorisz, University of Technology Sydney
Violation of consumer rights by social media content creators: a study about Instagram
Masoomeh Ozgoli, University of Wollongong.
Global applicability of the GDPR in context
Claes G. Granmar, Stockholm University

Panel 2C | Examining the edges of tech-facilitated violence & abuse: an interdisciplinary discussion | 102
Chair: Andi Brown, Monash University
Technology-Facilitated Abuse among Migrant and Refugee Women: Culturally-Specific Policy Responses
Asher Flynn, Monash University
The Role of Internet Intermediaries in Addressing Image-Based Sexual Abuse
Nicola Henry, RMIT
Dealing with Online Attacks: Young People’s Perspectives on Effective Responses
Jacquelyn Burkell, University of Western Ontario
Unlawful Distinctions?: Human Rights Law & Algorithmic Bias
Jane Bailey, University of Ottawa

Afternoon tea | 3:30 – 4:00pm

Keynote | 4:00 – 5:00pm | Room 102
TBA
David Rolph, Sydney Law School, University of Sydney
Chair: TBA

Conference Dinner 6:30pm for 7:00pm start
University House, Woodward, Melbourne Law School, level 10
IP & Media Law | Day Two

Registration | 9:15 – 9:30am | Level 1
Keynote | 9:30 – 10:30am | Room 102

Communication law and platform imperialism: critical relations
Sara Bannerman, McMaster University, Canada
Chair: TBA

Morning tea | 10:30 – 11:00am

Panel 3 | 11:00 – 12:30pm
Panel 3A | Copyright and visual design | Room 109
Chair: TBA

Are you informed? Impact of 3D printing on artistic works
Tyrone Berger, IP Australia
Dealing with the law in art - new advancements in technology and legal design
Alana Kushnir, Director Guest Work Agency
Law, gender and fashion
Vicki T Huang, Deakin Law School

Panel 3B | Trade marks law and practice | Room 108
Chair: TBA

Anzac: a post-centenary retrospective
Catherine Bond, Faculty of Law, UNSW Sydney
Foreign language trade marks in Australia: before and after Cantarella Bros Pty limited v Modena Trading Pty Limited [2014] HCA 48
Amanda Scardamaglia and Mitchell Adams, Swinburne Law School
Reassessing trade marks and freedom of expression in Australia’s digital economy
Genevieve Wilkinson, Faculty of Law, University of Technology Sydney

Panel 3C | Media Freedom, regulation and free speech | Room 102
Chair: TBA

Hate speech, freedom of expression and media
Ursula Cheer, University of Canterbury, New Zealand
Fake news: government regulation or self-regulation?
Bikbulatova Juliana, HSE University, Russia
Designing responsive regulation: consumer and public engagement in industry rule-making
Karen Lee and Derek Wilding, University of Technology Sydney
Press freedom and national security
Rebecca Ananian-Welsh, University of Queensland

Lunch | 12:30 – 1:30pm
Panel 4 | 1:30 – 3:30pm

Panel 4A | Free Speech and Reputation | Room 109
Chair: TBA

*Free speech and communications rights*
Andrew Kenyon, Melbourne Law School, University of Melbourne

*Journalistic privilege and free speech*
Tony Smith, Victoria University of Wellington

*United States Supreme Court characterizations of the press*
RonNell Andersen Jones, Affiliated Fellow, Yale Law School Information Society Project
Lee E. Teitelbaum Chair and, University of Utah

*What was defamation protecting before the law saw the individual?*
Chris Dent, Murdoch University

Panel 4B | IP Policy | Room 108
Chair: TBA

*The case for reforming regulation of e-lending in Australian public libraries*
Rebecca Giblin, Melbourne Law School, University of Melbourne

*IP and competition policy*
Arlen Duke, Melbourne Law School

*The many-faced god in your phone: the use of artificial intelligence in photo and video manipulation and its implications on communications and copyright*
Mark Robert DY, Queensland University of Technology

*The media, marketing and Indigenous property rights: what happens when they meet trade marks and copyright?*
Steven Stern, College of Law and Justice, Victoria University

Panel 4C | Internet Policy | Room 102
Chair: TBA

*Cyber thievery and intellectual property*
David Ormrod, Australian Centre for Cyber Security, University of New South Wales
Tiffany Stephenson, Australian Legal Practitioner

*Cyber security and surveillance in the workplace*
Kathy Eivazi

*Policy considerations for zero-rating in Africa: learning from Indian regulatory principles*
Evans Muthusi Musau, Melbourne Law School, University of Melbourne

*Online IP dispute resolution*
Andrew Christie

Closing drinks | 3:30 – 5:00pm